Abstract. We complete the classi cation of the topological types of real Enriques surfaces started by V. Nikulin. The resulting list contains 87 topological types.
The only, to our knowledge, published observation concerning this classi cation problem is due to R. Silhol 13] , who found one of the so-called maximal real Enriques surfaces (brie y, M-surfaces). A signi cant progress in this direction was recently achieved by V. Nikulin. It is his preprint 11] that originated our present work.
Nikulin's paper is devoted to a somewhat more detailed study of the real part. Namely, there is a natural decomposition of the set of the components of the real part of an Enriques surface into two groups (which is due to the two di erent liftings of the real structure to the covering K3-surface, see 3.2 below for details), and this decomposition is included in the classi cation problem.
To solve this problem, he studies (Z=2 Z=2)-actions in the K3-lattice, the two Z=2-factors corresponding to the deck translation of the covering (Enriques involution) and to one of the two real structures respectively. Interpreting topologically the arithmetical information obtained, he produced two lists which bound the collection of realizable topological types, along with the decomposition, from above and below. For the topological types (without decomposition) he left a lacuna of 21 elements: his lower and upper lists contain 59 and 80 elements respectively.
In uenced by Nikulin's result, we tried to understand it and to complete the classi cation. For that purpose, we chose a di erent, simpler, approach, which had already proved its e ciency in the case of K3-surfaces (see 6] , 16]): rst, we use purely topological methods to prohibit most of the types, and then we give an explicit construction for the rest. We succeeded to complete Nikulin's classi cation (the full list contains 87 elements: Nikulin's tables turned out to contain a few mistakes). Besides, our construction gives all the existing topological types, which makes the proof of completeness self-contained.
Our approach shows, in addition, that the problem of enumeration of the topological types of Enriques surfaces belongs, in fact, to topology of smooth involutions. Namely, transforming the properties used in the proof into axioms, one can introduce a much more relaxed notion of exible real Enriques surface and still obtain the same list of topological types of real parts. More precisely, we give the following de nition:
De nition. A exible real Enriques surface is a exible real K3-surface with a exible Enriques involution, i.e., a triple (X; t; ), where X is a closed smooth oriented 4-dimensional manifold homotopy equivalent to a K3-surface equipped with the complex orientation and t and are two commuting smooth orientation preserving involutions X ! X so that:
(1) is xed point free, and (2) the normal and tangent bundles of the xed point sets of both t and t are antiisomorphic (equivalently, the Euler characteristic of each xed point set is equal to minus its normal Euler number). Naturally, by the real part of a exible real Enriques surface one means the xed point set of the involution induced by t on X= .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the main result; it is proved in Sections 3 (prohibitions) and 4, 5 (constructions) . In the Appendix we prove certain auxiliary results, which are known or almost known but whose proof is not published elsewhere, and give an alternative, exible, proof of some results of the main text to show that, as it is stated above, the classi cation obtained extends to a wider class of objects. In conclusion, in A.5, we brie y discuss the problem of extended classi cation of real Enriques surfaces, with the splitting of the real part into two halves taken into account. 2 . Listing of the topological types 2.1. Notation. In what follows we use the notation S g and V p to stand, respectively, for the connected sum of g copies of a 2-torus and the connected sum of p copies of a real projective plane. It is convenient for us to consider the 2-sphere S to belong to both the families, S = S 0 = V 0 .
To describe the topological types of real Enriques surfaces, we use the notion of Morse simpli cation, i.e., Morse transformation which decreases the total Betti number. There are two types of such simpli cations:
(1) removing a spherical component (S ! ?), and (2) contracting a handle (S g+1 ! S g or V p+2 ! V p ). 
Prohibitions
In this Section we study topological properties of the real part of a real Enriques surface. We use the following notation: E is the Enriques surface under consideration, as well as its set of complex points, X and are the covering K3 surface and the Enriques (deck translation) involution on it respectively, conj is the antiholomorphic involution on E which de nes the real structure, and E R is the real part Fixconj of E. The real part is supposed to be nonempty (the case E R = ? is trivial, and we do not consider it).
3.1. Topology of the set of complex points. The 3.2. Decomposition of the real part. Since E R 6 = ?, the Z=2-action on E given by conj lifts to a (Z=2 Z=2)-action on X: there are two antiholomorphic involutions t (1) ; t (2) : X ! X, which commute with each other and whose composition is (the proof is obvious as soon as the points of X are represented by homotopy classes of paths in E starting at a xed point of E R ).
Since Fix = ?, both the two real parts X (i) R = Fixt (i) , i = 1; 2, and their images in E are disjoint. Thus, E R canonically splits into two disjoint parts, which we will refer to as the halves of E R and denote by E (1) R , E (2) R . Note that both the halves consist of whole components of E R , and that X (1) R and X (2) R are unrami ed double coverings of E (1) R and E (2) R respectively. (In fact, these are the orientation coverings, see 3.4).
3.3. Eigenspaces of the complex conjugation. Intersecting the eigenspaces of and t (1) , one obtains the orthogonal decomposition where H " is the bi-eigenspace x 2 H 2 (X; R) x = x; t (1) x = "x . The dimensions and signatures of these spaces can be found using, respectively, Lefschetz xed point theorem and Hirzebruch signature formula applied to , t (1) , and t (2) . Here we reproduce Nikulin's proof ( 11] , cf. also 14]) which appeals (via holomorphic forms) to the complex structure. A exible (in the sense of Introduction) proof is given in A.2. Proof. There is a unique, up to multiplication by nonzero reals, nontrivial holomorphic 2-form ! on X such that t R given by a holomorphic form is well de ned up to total reversing. With certain ambiguity, though commonly accepted, we call it the canonical orientation of X (i) R . (A somewhat more proper name would be the canonical semiorientation.) Note that an orientation of one half constructed in such a way determines the orientation of the other half: if t (1) ! = !, then t (2) i! = i!. This correspondence is not an involution, it has order 4. It gives a structure a little bit ner than just the union of the semiorientations of the halves. is a nontrivial isotropic class, which is invariant in respect to t (1) and either skew-invariant (case r = 1) or invariant (case r = ?1) in respect to , i.e., An informal way to think about the desired transformation is the following: The original surface is included into a one-parametric real family which has a single singular ber with one singular point in it. (This is a nondegenerate double point in the covering family of K3-surfaces; the singularity downstairs is somewhat more complicated.) When passing through the singular ber, the component V 1 collapses to the singular point and then reappears in the other half. As we are working with exible surfaces and we do not know if the above family can be made algebraic when the original Enriques surface is algebraic, we give below an alternative description of this deformation in terms of modi cation of the real structure. (In other words, instead of passing through the singular ber, one may go around it in the complex part of the parameter line; this corresponds to`one half' of the Picard-Lefschetz transformation.)
Proof of Lemma 3.10.1. Pick a component V 1 2 E (2) R and denote by e S its pull-back in X. One can identify some both t (1) -and -invariant tubular neighborhood of e S with the total space of the tangent bundle of e S, and then, in this neighborhood, identify t (1) with the di erential of ?t (1) S is homogeneous of radius one and that the radius of the tubular neighborhood is also one). Then acts on e S as the antipodal map (just like t (1) does) and satis es the commutative relations t (1) = t (1) ?1 and = . The desired surface is obtained now by replacing t (1) with t exactly one of these two involutions, which we denote by , is xed point free (see, e.g., 5] or 1]), and, hence, the orbit space E = X= is an Enriques surface. Suppose now that Y is equipped with a real structure conj which commutes with s, and C is a real curve. Then s conj is another real structure on Y and C. We denote the real point sets of these two structures by Y (i) R and C (i) R , i = 1; 2 (i = 1 corresponding to conj) and call them the halves of Y and C respectively. The involutions conj and s conj lift to four di erent commuting real structures (t (1) , t (2) = t (1) , d t (1) , and d t (2) ) on X, which, in turn, descend to two real structures on E; we call them the expositions of E. A choice of an exposition is determined by a choice of one of the two liftings t (1) , t (2) of conj to X. In the rest of this section we prove some preliminary results, and in Section 5 we show that the real part of E = X= may have any topological type not forbidden by Proposition 3.6. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
We use the real models of Y given by real quadrics in CP 3 .
Remark. There are many other constructions of (complex) Enriques surfaces, most of them going back to Enriques himself. Examples are pencils of elliptic curves with two double bers, order six surfaces in CP 3 with six double lines forming a tetrahedron, and double projective planes branched over order eight curves with certain singularities. The double plane model was used in the initial version of the proof, in addition to the present construction. The construction via elliptic pencils seems to be general: there is certain evidence that any real Enriques surface is a real pencil of elliptic curves. Remark. Note that, though the construction used in the paper does give all the topological types of E R , there are rigid isotopy classes (i.e., components in the moduli space) of real Elliptic surfaces which cannot be obtained in . Both the halves, Y (1) R and Y (2) R , are topological tori. They have four common
. Both the halves are spheres. They have two common points which constitute the xed point set of the restriction of s to Y (1) R , as well as to Y (2) R .
Since C is a bi-degree (4; 4) curve, C is the pull-back of one of the parts. Thus, a choice of t (1) is equivalent to a choice of one of the two parts of Y (1) R , and, since t (2) = t (1) , the latter determines as well the choice of the part of Y (2) R whose pull-back is Fixt (2) . This correlation is easily controlled due to the fact that X (1) R and X (2) R are disjoint: 4.2.1. The pull-back of a point of Y (1) R \Y (2) R is contained in exactly one of the sets X (1) R , X (2) R . (Note that in all the examples we use the above intersection is not empty unless one of the halves is empty.)
Another assertion we use is the following: 4.2.2. If C (2) R is empty and X (2) R is nonempty, then X (2) R ! Y (2) R is the trivial double covering. Lemma. Suppose that all the singularities of e C are nodes which all belong to one of the two halves of e C. Then the symmetric pairs of nodes can be perturbed independently with preserving the symmetry of the curve.
Proof Under such a perturbation the topology of the curve changes only in a neighborhood of T R = T
R T (2) R . This modi cation is controlled, in an evident way, by the set D \ e C, called the rami cation divisor, and the signs of f, h, and ": a portion of T R doubles while the complementary portion disappears. In particular, if T passes through a xed point of s, then the portion containing this point doubles in one half and disappears in the other (Figure 1(a) ). The rami cation divisors considered are always conj-s-symmetric, and the di erence of any two such divisors is the divisor of a rational conj-s-invariant function. Besides, the linear system of the bi-degree (4; 4) sections on T is complete. Thus, to decide whether a conj-s-symmetric set D T is a rami cation divisor (i.e., can be taken for the rami cation divisor of a real symmetric perturbation), one should consider the conj-invariant set D=s in the quotient T 0 = T=s, which is a real algebraic curve; then the problem reduces to existence of a linear equivalence over Ron T 0 between D=s and the quotient of an arbitrary chosen particular rami cation divisor.
We use this approach in the next lemma to take care about the set of rami cation points.
Lemma. Let T be either a rational curve of bi-degree (1; 1) or an elliptic curve of bi-degree (2; 2).
(1) If T is elliptic and it does not pass through any of the xed points of s, consider a conj-s-invariant set T R of 4k, k 6 4, points. It is isotopic in T R to a set which can be taken for the real part D \ T R of the rami ca-tion divisor of a symmetric real perturbation if and only if each connected component of T 0 R contains an even number of points of =s.
(2) In the other two cases, any conj-s-invariant set of 8 (if T is rational) or 16 (if T is elliptic and contains a xed point of s) points is the rami cation divisor of a symmetric real perturbation.
Proof. Statement (2) : Under the hypotheses T 0 is a rational curve; hence, any two conj-invariant sets on T 0 of the same cardinality are linear equivalent over R. Statement (1): The parity condition follows from the observation that h has a well de ned sign on T R which descends to T 0 R and divides it into two parts (`positive' and`negative') which have (D \ T R )=s as their common boundary.
It remains to prove the last part, where T is elliptic, s is xed point free on T , and satis es the parity condition. Then T 0 is also elliptic. Let us take for the basic rami cation divisor D 0 the one given by h = ( In the rst case L is generated by 1 ai, a 2 R, the only real component is represented by R C, and one can replace any pair r i , r i of conjugate points of R with a pair Re r i ", " 2 R, of real points which have the same sum.
In the second case L is generated by 1 and 2ai, a 2 R, the real components are represented by R C and R+ ai C, and a pair r i , r i can be replaced with either Re r i " 2 R or Re r i + ai " 2 R+ ai, " 2 R, without changing the sum mod L.
4.3.3.. Other singularities.
The only other type of singular curves used in our construction is the union of a smooth curve and the double of another smooth curve intersecting the rst one transversally. As in 4.3.2, we consider only perturbations with the zero-set D transversal to e C. The only new feature is that the doubling of the multiple component switches to disappearing at a point of intersection with the single one (see Figure 1(b) ). Note that here the double curve is always rational, and, due to the lemma in 4.3.2, the rami cation points can be chosen arbitrarily. 5.1. In Table 1 we list all the topological types not prohibited by Proposition 3.6, and for each type give a reference to the paragraph(s) of this section where it is constructed. The branch curve C involved in the construction is obtained by a small perturbation of a singular curve e C shown in Figures 2, 3 , and 6{10 below. Each gure consists of two parts which represent the two halves of the real part of Y (only`visible side' of each half is shown; the rest can be recovered using the symmetry); the bold (light) lines denote double (resp. single) components of e C; the black dots and dotted lines represent the xed points of s Y and the axis of symmetry of s respectively. A more precise description of each curve is given in 5.2{5.10; existence of the desired perturbation follows each time from the lemmas in 4. .2), and each pair of components of Y R n C R transposed by s produces an orientable component of E R ; the Euler characteristic of the latter is twice that of each of the components of the considered pair. Remark. In the subsequent paragraphs, describing the gures, we also list the topological types obtained using each branch curve. Note that our list is a little bit excessive: certain topological types appear several times. The reason is that we tried to construct as many surfaces as possible, taking into account the distribution of the components between the two halves of the real part. For that reason for some surfaces we indicate the distribution obtained, using the notation fhalf E (1) R g t fhalf E (2) R g. (b) Figure 3 degree (2; 2) curve F which has two components in each half of Y and passes through all the four xed points of s Y . To construct F , we perturb the union of two bi-degree (1; 1) curves on Y through two of the four xed point each.
The latters may be given by x 1 = 0 and x 3 = 0. The types obtained are: Figure 3 ). Y is the hyperboloid of type I, and e C is the union of the double of a bi-degree (1; 1) curve through two of the four xed points (given by x 3 = 0) and a bi-degree (2; 2) curve. The latter may be given by The branch curve C (the perturbation of e C) in cases (a) and (b) is shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively, where small circles and semicircles represent the ovals obtained by doubling a portion of the double component of e C, and large shapes come from the simple component. Whenever present, a pair of symmetric small ovals may disappear to decrease the number of spherical components of E R . (c) Figure 6 5.4 ( Figure 6 ). Y is the hyperboloid of type I. In cases (a) and (b) e C is the double of a bi-degree (2; 2) curve (cf. 5.3); in case (c) it is the union of two such curves with eight common points. (To construct e C in this case, one can start with a curve with an isolated double point at the`right' xed point, and then perturb it in the two di erent ways holding eight points.)
(
The types obtained are:
(a) fV 2 t kSg t fS 1 g; k 6 4; (b) fV 3 t V 1 g t fkSg; k 6 4; fkSg t fS 1 g; k 6 4; fV 2r g t fkSg; r > 2; k + r 6 5; fV 2r+1 t V 1 g; 1 6 r 6 5; (c) fV 1 t kSg t fV 3 g; k 6 4; fV 2r+1 g t fV 1 g; 1 6 r 6 5:
The perturbation of e C to C is the following: in case (c), we perturb the nodes to form 2k or (2r?2) ovals; for the type fkSgtfS 1 g, we form 2k ovals from e C;
for the type fV 2r g t fkSg, we form (2r ? 2) ovals from the left component of e C and 2k ovals from the right one; for the other types in cases (a) and (b),
we form up to eight (2k or (2r ?2)) ovals from the left component and double the right one. 5.5 ( Figure 7) . Y is the hyperboloid of type I.
To construct e C, we start with a bi-degree (2; 2) curve with two components in one of the halves of Y and two isolated double points in the second half (say, given by the equation ), and perturb it in the two di erent ways keeping eight points xed. In case (a), e C is the double of the perturbation which has two components in each half; in case (b) it is the union of two di erent perturbations.
We use this construction to obtain two types:
(a) fkSg t fV 4 t Sg; k 6 4; (b) fV 2r g t fSg; 2 6 r 6 5:
In case (a), we form 2k ovals from the left half of e C and double the right half;
in case (b), we perturb the nodes to form (2r ? 2) ovals. The rst type is obtained by forming (2k+2) ovals (two of them must contain the xed points of s in their interior); to obtain the second type, we double the left half of e C and form 2k ovals from the right one. The exposition is chosen so that a neighborhood of the leftmost xed points of s in Y (1) R (the left half of Y R ) is covered by X (1) R . Figure 9 ). Y is the ellipsoid, e C is the double of a bi-degree (2; 2) curve which has two components in each half of Y (it may be given by ). We double the two left connected components of e C and form 2k ovals from the two right ones to obtain the type fV 2 t Sg t fkSg, k 6 4. The exposition is chosen so that a neighborhood of the leftmost xed points of s in Y (1) R (the left half of Y R ) is covered by X
R . In cases (c) and (d) we perturb the nodes to form 2k ovals. In all the cases except (c) no neighborhood of the leftmost xed point of s in Y (1) is covered by the torus X (2) R (see 4.2.2).
Since E is an (M ? 2)-surface, from (A.1.1) and Smith exact sequence it follows that each element x 2 H=H Z has a conj -invariant representative x 2 H. Then x E R ] = x conj x = x 2 = x w 2 (E); thus, E R ] ? w 2 (E) annihilates also H=H Z , i.e., is zero.
A.2. Proof of 3.4. More precisely, we prove here the following result:
Let X be a smooth oriented Spin simply connected 4-manifold with (X) 16 (mod 32). Let be a xed point free orientation preserving involution on X, and let t be another orientation preserving involution on X which commutes with . Suppose that both the xed point sets X R = Fix t and X 0 R = Fix(t )
are surfaces (i.e., each of them is either empty or of pure dimension two).
Then X R (as well as X 0 R ) has a canonical orientation which is reversed by . Remark. Orientability of X R is a well known fact, see, e.g, 3], 14], or 8]. We need a little bit more: a canonical orientation. We use an idea which goes back to our old discussions with O. Viro, which was inspired by Natanzon's observation about the Spin-orientations of real algebraic curves, see 9]. Proof. The canonical orientation is provided by the Spin-structure on X. Pick a point x 2 X R and an orientation of X R at x. In order to compare this orientation and an orientation at another point y 2 X R , represent them by 2-frames ( ) and complete these 2-frames to positively oriented 4-frames by some t-skew-invariant vectors ( This construction is consistent since on a simply connected manifold the Spin-structure is unique and, in particular, equivariant, i.e., it takes equal values on any pair of symmetric framed loops.
Note now that the quotient X= , as well as the quotient of X by any xed point free orientation preserving involution, is not Spin since (X= ) = 1 2 (X) 8 (mod 16) 6 0 (mod 16). Hence, given a -symmetric loop with a 4-frame eld = ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ), the value of the Spin-structure on it is 1 if is -invariant, and it is 0 if is -skew-invariant, i.e., d ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ) = ( 1 ; 2 ; ? 3 ; ? 4 ).
To complete the proof it su ces now to construct a -invariant test loop. If Fix(t ) 6 = ?, pick some x 2 X R and a 2 Fix(t ), join them by an arc (xa), and let be the loop formed by the four arcs (xa), t(xa), (xa), and t (xa). Pick a t-invariant frame ( extend these 4-frames to a 4-frame eld over (xa). Now simple re ection gives a t-invariant continuous 4-framing over .
If Fix(t ) = ?, we pick a point a 2 X whose orbit a, ta, a, t a consists of four elements. To form a test loop we take the same four arcs as above and complete them by an arc connecting a and t a and its t-symmetric copy. The test loop obtained in the similar manner as before is not -invariant; it is the sum of two loops, one -invariant and one (t )-skew-invariant. Since both and (t ) are xed point free now (and since they both preserve the orientation), the Spin-structure takes value 1 on the former portion and 0 on the latter one, which totals to 1 on .
A.3. Proof of 3.5. (This follows, e.g., from the Smith exact sequence.) These classes belong to the eigenspace of t (1) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. But the latter space is hyperbolic, and in such a space two orthogonal isotropic classes cannot be linearly independent (see 6] for details). are constructed by Nikulin 11] , and there is a strong reason to believe that they cannot be obtained from a hyperboloid or ellipsoid using the approach of Section 4. The other exceptional types are given in Figure A. 2, where, similar to Figure A .1, the black and white nodes correspond, respectively, to the distributions constructed in Section 5 and to those constructed by Nikulin 11] .
At present, we can only conjecture that for these types any distribution is possible.
